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The Stacked/Transit Highway Bridge (STHB) option, pictures on page S-

19, is a part of the replacement bridge option and not a part of the

supplemental bridge option.

 

P-1179-002

See discussion of alternatives screening below.

 

P-1179-003

Many different options for addressing the project's Purpose and Need

were evaluated in a screening process prior to the development and

evaluation of the alternatives in the DEIS. Options eliminated through the

screening process included a new corridor crossing over the Columbia

River (in addition to I-5 and I-205), an arterial crossing between Hayden

Island and downtown Vancouver, a tunnel under the Columbia River,

and various modes of transit other than light rail and bus rapid transit.

Section 2.5 of the DEIS explains why a third corridor, arterial crossing,

and several transit modes evaluated in screening were dropped from

further consideration because they did not meet the Purpose and Need.

Regarding freight, the Vancouver-Portland region is a trade hub, acting

as a gateway and distribution center for domestic and international

markets.  The region has become a trade hub, in large part, because of

its direct access to the freeway system, navigable rivers, rail lines, and

international air shipping.  The region’s continued competitiveness as a

trade hub is dependent on the ability to efficiently move freight on and

between these transportation facilities. Though a westerly alignment

could be a convenient, cost-effective route for some freight trips, it

cannot replace the role of I-5 as a freight route. For many freight trips,

such a route would be out of direction, adding to travel time and shipping

costs. Increased shipping costs can have a significant impact on the

overall costs of doing business in our region, making us less competitive

and threatening our status as a trade hub.
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We appreciate your input and are happy to hear from individuals with

creative ideas for the crossing.  A very wide range o concepts have been

considered. This began as early as the Trade and Transportation

Partnership, which formed in 2001. During this process robust public

input and technical analysis have been used to narrow the range of

alternatives. The sponsoring agencies have come together to agree on

the LPA as defined in the FEIS.

One of the most compelling reasons to stay within th existing right of way

is that many of the environmental impacts have already occurred in the

corridor. To purchase the houses and businesses and build a new

highway through a different part of Portland would have unacceptable

environmental impacts.  The design engineers have worked diligently to

keep the LPA within the existing right of way wherever possible.  

 

P-1179-005

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.
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